EPMagazine ISSUE LAB.
Welcome to this laboratory!
You will paginate an article, choosing among the proposed
sections, according to the following points:
•The article must have a complete submission-form, filled
with keywords and requested data.
•Articles should have four images per page at least.
•Articles should have a complete and correct bibliography.
Personal sites, social networks, encyclopaedia are not
suitable sources for a scientific research.
•The article has to be didactically useful, clear and original
(NO PLAGIARISM AT ALL!).
•All the web links need to work.
•The article should have a photo of the author, if a student.
•The images need captions in both languages.
•The contribution has to be sent to referees, to check mother tongue, English, and topic
correctness.
•At last, the paginated article has to be sent to the author for final corrections and agreement.

Vittorio Iocolano, 14th EPMeeting, Sofia 2010

Contribution Sections
A.1

First Cover

The Cover of the magazine

A.2

Second Cover

The second cover of the magazine

A.3

Third Cover

The cover before the last one

A.4

Last Cover

The back cover of the magazine

B

Index

The contents of the magazine

C

Editorial

The editorial board contribution

D

General

Articles written by teachers, experts and so on

E

News

Small contributions written by students or teachers

F

14-16 Section

Articles written by 14-16 aging pupils

G

Fun Pages

Games, like crosswords, about science and technology

H

17-19 Section

Articles written by 17-19 aging pupils

I

Technology for Green Energy

Articles written by school and university students about green energy

L

University

Articles written by 19-24 aging university students

Essential Software
Microsoft Word
We use Microsoft Word to read and/or write the article
original file, for the check-form, submission form and
whatever else we need to write.

Microsoft Publisher
We use Microsoft Publisher to paginate the whole issue

Forms
Check-form
The check-form is a list of points that an article has to
follow to be accepted, paginated and published

Submission-form
In this form there are authors and
teachers’ data, article section, the
confirmation of originality and
keywords

Forms
General Check-Form
The general check-form allows you to have an overall
view of the issue.

Referee List
A list of all European referees that must
be contacted before publishing an
article, to check its correctness and
originality

